
KERALA
GOD'S OWN COUNTRY...



WHY
EXPLORE
KERALA?

Nature Culture Heritage



    KERALA
A land of serenity...

Visit God’s Own Country to experience a
world that’s pure and magical. A
destination of equable climate, long
shoreline with serene beaches, tranquil
stretches of backwaters, lush hill stations
and exotic wildlife. Kerala never stops
amazing you, it's waterfalls, sprawling
plantations, paddy fields, Ayurvedic
health holidays, enchanting art forms,
magical festivals, historic and cultural
monuments and exotic cuisine will make
you feel to explore it in every inch.



THINGS TO DO - 
MUST VISITS
KOCHI TO MUNNAR DRIVE
Kochi to Munnar is a 4 hour scenic/picturesque drive
that take you to through the Spice Plantations,
Valara Falls and Cheeyappara Falls.The beautiful
Cheeyappara waterfall cascades down in seven steps
and meet the Valara Waterfalls in the most amazing
manner to create a glorious sight.

MUNNAR SIGHT SEEING
Athukkad Falls, Rajamalai (Eravikulam) National Park
– famous for Nilgiri Tahr(Wild goat), Anamudi Peak –
South India’s Highest Peak, Tata Tea Museum,
International Blossom(Hydel) Park, Pothamedu
Sunset View, these are the major attractions in the
city to melt your heart.



THINGS TO DO - 
MUST VISITS
MUNNAR TO THEKKADY(PERIYAR)
Thekkady, set in the heart of the Cardamom Hills
of Kerala offers a boat safari on the Periyar Lake
through Periyar Tiger Reserve that extends a
lifetime’s chance to spot exotic various wildlifes in its
natural habitat. Later visit to Spice Plantation and
take an Evening walk through the bustling Spice
Market in the Kumily village.

THEKKADY  TO ALLEPPEY
Alleppey is a charming village on the Vembanad
Lake. The land which is known for its azure
backwaters, swaying palms, and floating houseboats.
Alleppey morning disemperk from the Houseboat at
boat jetty, visit Alleppey Beach and proceed to
Kovalam, which truly captures the essence of Kerala. 



 

KERALA HOUSEBOATS- ALLEPPEY
A 120 meter long  houseboat is one of the
most luxurious and a relaxing experience for
everyone irrespective of his height and age. 

Alleppey in Kerala offers this insightful
memory in its first place by providing the best
luxurious hotels in the beautiful decorated
boat, lanterns enchanting the spells to make
you lost in the beauty and the traditional food
of Kerala namely Kuttanadan meals.

Houseboat is the best thing in Kerala not only
for family but also for a group of friends for
whom a special mammoth vessel is provided
which can accomodate 40 people at once. 



Kovalam has renowned beaches and is a center of
major tourist attraction. A massive rocky promontory
on the beach has created a beautiful bay of calm waters
ideal for sea bathing.

Sunbathing, swimming, herbal body toning massages,
special cultural programmes and catamaran cruising
are some of the best leisure options enjoyed by the
visitors. If you are simply a passive traveler and love to
enjoy the nature's bliss, this is one of the finest beaches
to sit and relax.

The most fascinating part of the beach is the sunset
which will  mesmerize you with the thought that nature
is the most beautiful creation of God. If you are
adventurous, don't worry, Kovalam will not let you
down as it offers diving, parasailing, wind surfing and
many more activities to enjoy.

KERALA BEACHES- KOVALAM



TOP SELLING ITINERARY 
4 NIGHTS / 5 DAYS

2N Munnar, 1N Thekkady & 1N Alleppey
All Meals in Houseboat
Local Tours & Sightseeing in these cities



TOP SELLING ITINERARY 
5 NIGHTS / 6 DAYS

1N Cochin, 2N Munnar, 1N Thekkady & 1N Alleppey
All Meals in Houseboat
Local Sightseeing in these cities



TOP SELLING ITINERARY 
7 NIGHTS / 8 DAYS

1N Cochin, 2N Munnar, 1N Thekkady,
1N Alleppey & 1N Kovalam
All Meals in Houseboat
Local Sightseeing in these cities
Pick & Drop from Airport in AC Cab



The first state to receive rainfall
in India is Kerala.

The wealthiest Hindu temple in
the World is in Kerala called The
Padmanabhaswamy temple

The only state with the highest
number of festivals being
celebrated is Kerala.

Kerala houseboats were made
with the wooden planks without
any usage of iron nails.

BRAIN GYM



TIPS
So what is the best time to visit
Kerala? Between September and
March.

Going on a city tour? A picturesque
tour which will make you learn the true
meaning of nature.

What is the scariest thing to do in
Kerala? Shopping? pro tip : Don't use
plastic, it is banned.

Free Advice? Go to only those
Ayurveda centers that are approved by
the Ministry of Tourism.



LET US PLAN YOUR TRIP


